International symposium

AFTER THE GLOBAL CRISIS, WHICH MODELS OF GROWTH?

In a context characterized by a series of negative shocks since 2008 and high uncertainty, the aim of this policy-oriented symposium is to propose an analysis of what could be the engines and «models» of growth in the future. We expect to offer a unique opportunity to better understand the current economic environment and its prospects in gathering highest officials from central banks and governments as well as world-known professors from Japan and France to discuss these issues.

**Program**

**Opening Remarks**
10:00
TOSHIHKO FUKUI, PRESIDENT OF THE CIGS

**Keynote Speech**
10:10
CHRISTIAN NOYER, GOVERNOR OF BANQUE DE FRANCE
HOW FAR HAS THE GLOBAL ECONOMY HEALED FROM THE FINANCIAL CRISIS AND THE ENSURING RECESSION?

**Roundtable 1: Perspectives on Growth**
10:30 - 11:30
SPEAKERS: FRANÇOIS BOURGUIGNON (EHESS & PSE), FUMIO HAYASHI (HITOTSUBASHI UNIVERSITY)
MODERATOR: SEBASTIEN LECHERIYER (EHESS)

**Roundtable 2: From Innovation to Growth**
11:30 - 12:30
SPEAKERS: JEAN-LUC GAFFARD (NICE UNIVERSITY & OFCE), SADAO NAGAOKA (HITOTSUBASHI UNIVERSITY)
MODERATOR: SEBASTIEN LECHERIYER (EHESS)

14:00 - 15:00
SPEAKERS: ROBERT OPHÉLE (BANQUE DE FRANCE), JUNICHI UJIJE (NOMURA)
MODERATOR: KEICHIRO KOBAYASHI (CIGS)

**Roundtable 4: Policy Panel**
15:20 - 16:50
SPEAKERS: BENOIT COEURÈ (MINEFI), JEAN-LUC GAFFARD (NICE UNIVERSITY & OFCE), TAKEHKO NAKAO (MOF), HIROSHI YOSHIKAWA (THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO)
MODERATOR: AMMARA HIRI (CIGS)

**Closing Remarks**
17:00
TOSHIHKO FUKUI, PRESIDENT OF THE CIGS